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Tutorial schedule

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Main components for 

effective crowdsourcing



Instruction

Task interface

Quality control

Aggregation

Incremental 
relabelling
& pricing

Decomposition



Decomposition



Decomposition

6

A big task Cloud

of performers

Projects with microtasks

of different type



Decomposition: why?

7

► Performers are usually non-specialists in your specific task

► The simpler a single task is:

• The more humans can perform your task

• The easier its instruction

• The better quality of performance

► A way to:

• Distinguish tasks with different difficulty

• Control and optimize pricing

• Control quality by post verification



Decomposition: when?

8

► If

• Your task requires an answer selected among 

more than 3-5 variants

• Your task has a long instruction hard to read

► Then your task requires decomposition



Case of decomposition: a lot of questions

9

Bad practice: All questions in one task

What animal is on the photo?

• Cat

• Dog

• Rabbit

• Bear

• Whale

• Koala

• None of the above

Is its tail visible??

• Yes

• No

Is it running??

• Yes

• No

What color is it?

• White

• Black

• Brown

• Red

• Other

Where is it situated?

• On the grass

• On a tree

• On a road

• It is flying

• None of the above



Case of decomposition: a lot of questions

10

Each question in a separate taskGood practice: Each question in a separate task

What animal is on the photo?

• Cat

• Dog

• Rabbit

• Bear

• Whale

• Koala

• None of the above

Is its tail visible??

• Yes

• No

Is it running??

• Yes

• No

What color is it?

• White

• Black

• Brown

• Red

• Other

Where is it situated?

• On the grass

• On a tree

• On a road

• It is flying

• None of the above



Case of decomposition: need to verify answers

11

The task: Highlight all koalas on the photo

Problem: highlighting can be done in different ways

Hence, it is difficult to:

► Comparison with control answers

► Aggregation of answers from different performers

A good solution

A task for another performer:

Is the highlighting of all cars made correctly?



12

Real example: decomposition 

for a field survey



– Comes to point

– Takes photos

Final result:
verified business



Final result:
verified business

– Comes to point

– Takes photos

GPS ok?
Original 

photos?

No; task declined

no no



– Comes to point

– Takes photos

GPS ok?
Original 

photos?

Business 

found?

No; task declined

no no

Transcribe from 

photo: name, tel, 

website, working 

hours, etc

yesDecline if not 

possible

Final result:
verified business



– Comes to point

– Takes photos

GPS ok?
Original 

photos?

Business 

found?

No; task declined

no no

Is the photo ok to 

be shown on maps?

Transcribe from 

photo: name, tel, 

website, working 

hours, etc

Computer vision 

for company codes 

and other fields

yesDecline if not 

possible

Final result:
verified business



– Comes to point

– Takes photos

GPS ok?
Original 

photos?

Business 

found? – Is there address on 

the photo?

– Was the whole area 

photographed?

No; task declined

no no

no

Is the photo ok to 

be shown on maps?

Transcribe from 

photo: name, tel, 

website, working 

hours, etc

Computer vision 

for company codes 

and other fields

yesDecline if not 

possible

Task accepted; pay

Final result:
verified business



Instruction



Instruction: a typical structure

19

Most pitfalls are here

► Goal of the task to be done

► Interface description

► Algorithm of required actions

► Examples of good and bad answers

► Algorithm and examples for rare cases

► Reference materials



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

20

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

OK: the answer and the task seem clear



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

21

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

What is the correct answer?



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

22

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

How to fix In the instruction: clarify what you mean under “a white cat”



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

23

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

Rare case: many cats



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

24

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

Rare case: not a cat



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

25

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

Rare case: image has not been shown

404: Cannot download the image



Instruction ambiguity for a rare case: example

Is this cat white?

Yes

No

404: Cannot download the image

It is difficult to predict situations of any kind, but you can:
- In the instruction: clarify what should be done in a non-standard situation
- In the interface: add a text field to allow a performer to report the case



Task interface



Task interface: summary on best practices

28

For faster performance

► Hot key combinations for checkboxes/radio buttons/buttons

► Reduce navigation to third-party sites

► Effective composition of a task template

► Optimal position of tasks on a page

For better quality and less errors

► Dynamic interface (show/hide input controls depending on user actions)

► Adaptive interface (good view for any device and screen resolution)

► Always test your interface (template testing)

► Dynamic validation of input data (e.g. a text is less than 3 words)



Quality control



Quality control

30

“Before” task performance

► Selection of performers

► Well-designed instruction

“Within” task performance

► Golden set (aka honey pots)

► Well-designed interface

► Motivation (e.g. performance-based pricing)

► Tricks to remove bots and cheaters (e.g. quick answers)

“After” task performance

► Post verification (acceptance)

► Consensus between performers and result aggregation



Selection of performers

31

► Filter by static properties (e.g. education, languages, citizenship, etc.)

► Filter by computed properties (e.g. browser, region by phone/IP, etc.)

► Filter by skills

• To select proper specialization

• To control quality level on your tasks

• To get performers with best quality on past projects

► Educate to perform your tasks

• Use training tasks to show how to perform tasks

• Use exam tasks to evaluate education level



Best practices

Golden set (aka honey pots)

32

Tasks with known correct answer shown to performers to evaluate

their quality

► Distribution of answers in golden set = distribution in whole set of tasks

► But should contain rare answer variants with higher frequency

► Refresh your set of honey pots regularly to avoid bots and cheating

► Automatic golden set generation via performers:

• Tasks with answers of high confidence (e.g. aggregation of answers 

from a large number of performers)



Motivation

33

Will be discussed in Part VIII

► Bonuses for a good quality within a period

► Gamification (e.g. achievements, leader 

boards, etc)

► Price depending on quality



Tricks to remove bots and cheaters

34

► Control fast responses

► Check whether a link has been visited 

► Check whether a video has been played

► etc



Post verification (acceptance)

35

► A performer gets money only if his answer is accepted

• Is used when a task is sophisticated (neither golden 

set nor consensus models work)

• Can be performed on your own, but

► You can use other crowd performers via a task

of different type

• Thus, you deal with hierarchy of projects

(you apply decomposition)



Consensus between performers

Works well only if most performers have good quality

Cat

Dog

Other

Upload multiple copies of each object to label

Performers assign noisy labels to objects

Derive quality from consensus 

Will be discussed in Part VI



Aggregation



Aggregation
Cat

Dog

Other

Upload multiple copies of each object to label

Workers assign noisy labels to objects

The simplest way:

• Assign the most popular answer (Majority Vote)

• There are more sophisticated methods

Aggregate multiple labels into a more reliable one

Will be discussed in Part VI



Incremental relabelling

& Pricing



Incremental relabelling

Obtain aggregated labels of a desired quality level using 

a fewer number of noisy labels

Several unknown 

performers

A few performers 

with known good 

quality

One expert with 

high quality

Will be discussed in Part VIII



Pricing depends on

Task design

► Payment is made per a batch of microtasks (aka a task suite)

► Time required to perform a task: control hourly wage

Market economy aspects

► The lower supply of performers is (e.g. due to specific skills), 

the higher price

► How quickly do you need accomplished tasks (latency)?

Result quality

► Incentivize better performance by a quality-dependent price

Will be discussed in Part VIII



42

Good decomposition is the key 

to success



IF

Good
decomposition

THEN

Simple instruction

Easy to use task interface

Performers do tasks
with better quality

Easy to control quality

Standard aggregation
models work well

Easy to control
and optimize pricing



Label collection

projects to be done

Part II

Daria Baidakova,

Project Manager

Toloka



Tutorial schedule

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Practice session

46

Our practice session will consist of three parts:

Part I
(now)

Think and discuss in
groups how you
would design a

crowdsourcing pipeline

Part II
(in 35 min)

Run the best-practice 
pipeline on a real 

crowd
on Toloka

Part III
(in 145 min)

Complete the pipeline 
on Toloka



Practice session: scope

47

Imagine that you develop a machine learning pipeline to help 

improve search quality at an online store to find substitutes



This is your goal
for the practice

session of our tutorial 

Practice session: scope

48

Imagine that you develop a machine learning pipeline to help

improve search quality at an online store to find substitutes

► You have a dataset of pictures with people wearing different clothes

► You need to find a better substitute for the initial item in an image

► These collected data will further be used to train a search algorithm



Dataset under study: pictures of people 

wearing different clothing items

49



Items to be matched in photos

50

Each photo may contain clothing

items of different types, for example:

► Hats

► Shirts

► Jackets

► Coats

► Jeans

► Pants (trousers)

► Bags

► Sunglasses

► Other items

During your practice:

Choose one type of items
you want to find substitutes

for in the photos

For example: Shoes



Formal setup: find the best substitute item

51

► Each clothing item of a selected 

type in each photo from the 

dataset needs to be matched by 

a substitute item

► Let us do it via crowdsourcing

Example: we decide to find the best substitute for 

the shoes, so our pipeline would be like..

During your practice:

Discuss in groups how you would 
design a crowd pipeline to find the 

best substitute!



Suggested pipeline



We suggest the following pipeline

53

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo

сontain

a specific item?

Find a similar

item in the

online store

Is the found item

(project 2)

similar to the initial one?

(post-verification)

a set of photos photos

with items

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yes

Task for 

performers

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Which of the

found items

is more similar

to the initial

one?

Project #4

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



We suggest the following pipeline

54

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo

сontain

a specific item?

Find a similar

item in the

online store

Is the found item

(project 2)

similar to the initial one?

(post-verification)

a set of photos photos

with items

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yes

Task for 

performers

If yesIf no

Which of the

found items

is more similar

to the initial

one?

Project #4

+ or

photos with best 

substitute

During the practical session we will help you implement and run this pipeline



Project #1: Filter out photos 

without objects

55

Task

► Does a photo contain an item

of desired type?

Key setting

► Type: classification

► Quality control: golden set

► Overlap: 3 answers per photo

► Pay: $0.01 per a suite of 10 photo

Why?

► Save money: no need to process

further photos without desired 

objects



Project #2: Searching for similar items 

on the online store

56

Task

► Find a similar item on the internet

Key setting

► Type: product photo search

► Quality control: post verification

► Overlap: 3 answers per photo

► Pay: $0.02 per 1 photo

Peculiar properties

► Hard to use golden set

and consensus

► Results will be verified in Project #3



Project #3: Accept correctness 

of items found

57

Task

► Does an image contain a requested 

item?

Key setting

► Type: classification

► Quality control: consensus 

► Overlap: 3 answers per photo

► Pay: $0.01 per a suite of 10 photo

Why?

► Need to verify the results obtained 

from Project #2



Project #4: Decide which substitute 

works best

58

Task

► Which of the items is similar to the 

initial one?

Key setting

► Type: side-by-side image comparison

► Quality control: consensus 

► Overlap: 3 answers per photo

► Pay: $0.01 per a task suite of 10 

photo

Why?

► Need to understand which substitute 

fits best



Introduction

to Toloka

for requesters

Part III

Evfrosiniya Zerminova,

Head of Data Analysis and Research Group, Toloka



Tutorial outline

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Key types of instances in Yandex.Toloka

61

Project

► Defines the structure

of tasks

► Defines how to perform 

them

Configure in a project

► Input and output data 

types

► Task interface

► Task instruction

Pool

► Is a batch of tasks

► Defines access

of performers

Configure in a pool

► Performer filters

► Quality control 

mechanisms

► Overlap settings

Task

► A particular input data

► Results for it from 

performers



Project:

creation & configuration



Project: creation

63



Project: configure name and instruction

64



Project: configure in/out data types

65



Project: configure interface

66



Project: use the task preview to see how it works

67



Project: saving

68



Pool:

creation & configuration



Pool: creation

70



Pool: configure name and description

71



Pool: configure pricing and overlap

72



Pool: configure timing and post verification

73



Pool: filter performers by their profiles

74



Pool: filter performers by computed properties

75



Pool: filter performers by custom skills

76



Pool: control quality via a rule on golden set

77



Pool: control quality via a rule on majority vote

78



Pool: control quality via a rule on post verification

79



Task uploading &

golden set creation



Task: uploading

81



Task: uploading

82



Task: edit for creation of control tasks

83



Task: control task creation

84



Task: create a control task by answer selection

85



Run the pool &

result downloading



Pool running

87



View and aggregate the results of your tasks

88



Monitor the statistics on how tasks are performed

89



Setting up and running

label collection projects

Part IV

Daria Baidakova,

Project Manager, 

Toloka



Tutorial outline

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



What you need for the practicе session

92

We are starting the practicе session

We give you a card with information and links to:

► A step-by-step instruction to configure and run our crowd 

projects

► A dataset with photos that should be labeled

► Login+Password to sign in Toloka as a requester

We also provide several copies of a printed version 

of the instruction Did everybody 

receive this card?



Requester account that you received

93

You have Login+Password to sign in Toloka as a 

requester

The same account is given for several participants 

(a group)

► So, you can divide work on the project configuration 

within this group

► Or, each member of a group may work individually 

and create the whole pipeline by her/himself



Sign in Toloka as a requester

94

1. Go to https://toloka.ai 

2. Click on “Sign in” in the top-

right corner

3. Use received 

Login+Password to sign in

https://toloka.ai/


Requester account that you received

95

You have Login+Password to sign in Toloka as a 

requester

The account of this requester has money

► So, you will run your tasks on real crowd performers!



Practice: creating a real crowdsourcing pipeline

96

Now we will create a real simplified crowdsourcing 

pipeline

To simplify the task, we ask you to:

► Finding a substitute for one type of item

► Choose any item you want to find the best 

substitute for. For example, Shoes



Reminder: we implement and run our pipeline

97

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Can do in

parallel

You can divide work within a participant group

98

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #1

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #2

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #3

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #4

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #5

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #6

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #7

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Step #8

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4

Which of the found 
items is more similar 

to the initial one?

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Create & Configure

Run

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Most of us are at this step

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo 
contain a specific 

item?

Find a similar item 
in the online store

Is the found item
(project 2) similar
to the initial one?
(post-verification) 

a set

of photos

photos 

with items

If yes

Task for 

performers

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Create & Configure

Run

Project #4
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Effective quality control

and task interface: details

Part V

Alexey Drutsa,

Head of Efficiency and Growth Division, Toloka



Tutorial schedule

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Quality control:

the rate of correct 

answers



Task sequence

118

Tasks executed

by a performer

Signals of answer 

correctness

For instance,

binary, 𝑦, ∈ {0,1}

𝑛, window size

… …

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

𝑦𝑘 𝑦𝑘+1 𝑦𝑘+2 𝑦𝑘+3 𝑦𝑘+4 𝑦𝑘+5 𝑦𝑘+6 𝑦𝑘+7 𝑦𝑘+8



Estimation of correctness rate

119

To estimate the probability of a correct answer use

ℙ(correct) ≈
1

𝑛


𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑦𝑖 ±
1

2 𝑛

Window size (𝑛) is a balance between

► Accuracy of the estimate

► and

► Fast reaction to changes in performer quality



Sources for correct answer signal

120

How can we get 𝒚𝒊?

► Control tasks

► Agreement with aggregated answer 

(e.g., Majority Vote)

► Post-verification



Control tasks

121

Pros

► Signal is obtained instantly

► Signal has high confidence on tasks where obtained

Cons

► Tasks for labelling do not provide this signal (→ signal for a fraction of tasks)

► Creation and maintenance of a set of control tasks

Costs (extra charge for quality control)

► Control task creation

► Depends on the frequency of control tasks occurred in the task sequence

You can apply adaptive frequency to optimize costs



Agreement with aggregated answer

122

Pros

► Easy to implement

Cons

► Signal is obtained with latency

► Works well only if most workers have good quality

► Works well for tasks with small # of answer variants 

(e.g., classification)

Costs (extra charge for quality control)

► Multiplied by the overlap used

You can apply incremental relabelling to optimize costs



Agreement may fail against coordinated attacks

123

ℙ(#𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑑 >
𝑛

2
) = 

𝑘=
𝑛
2

𝑛

𝐶𝑛
𝑘 𝑝𝑘 1 − 𝑝 𝑛−𝑘

𝑝 is the fraction of coordinated spammers among performers

𝑛 is the overlap for Majority Vote model

For instance:

If 𝑛 = 3 and 𝑝 = 0.1

The probability of majority with an incorrect answer is 2.8%

in fact, is larger since other performers may accidentally agree with spammers



Post-verification

124

Pros

► Can be applied to any task type (even with a sophisticated answer)

Cons

► Signal is obtained with latency

► Requires efforts to construct a pipeline

Costs (extra charge for quality control)

► Cost of verification tasks

You can apply selective verification to optimize costs



Non-binary penalty

125

You can set different penalty 𝒚𝒊 ∈ 𝟎, 𝟏
for different signals

For instance:

► Task consists of several answers of different importance

► Level of confidence of the aggregated answer

► Level of expertise of the performer who post-verifies



Quality control:

undesired behavior



Performer behavior

127

Correct answers to your tasks are not

the sole signal of performer quality

For instance, take care of such characteristics:

► Time of task execution

► Usage of UI control elements within task execution

► CAPTCHA

Use them to filter out (ban) performers with low quality 

of high confidence



Fast responses

128

There is a lower bound on time required

to execute your task with good quality

► Estimate this time based on behavior of a set of 

performers

► Calculate the number or the rate of tasks executed 

too fast



Verification of action execution

129

Some tasks require usage of certain

UI control elements

For instance:

► Сheck whether a link has been visited

► Сheck whether a video has been played



CAPTCHA

130

Instead of revoking access to your tasks,

you can ask crowdsourcing platform to 

show CAPTCHA to a performer

You get an additional signal to decide whether you face 

a robot or not



Quality control:

skills



Skill is a variable assigned to a performer

132

Can be used to automatically calculate

► Answer correctness rates (via control tasks, agreement,

post-verification)

► Behavioral features (e.g., fast response rate)

► Binary information on execution of particular projects

► Any their combinations and other features

Can be used for automatic decision making

► Access control to certain projects and tasks

► e.g., revoke access to your tasks if a skill becomes too low



Thinking (cogitation) vs reflexes

133

Skills based on a single signal 

are easy to game

It is difficult to force 

a performer to think (cogitate) 

instead of to use/train reflexes

# tasks made by a performer

A
v
e
ra

g
e
 t

im
e
 w

it
h
in

p
e
rf

o
rm

e
rs

A representative crowd project



Best practice for a good skill

134

Combine different signals to get a skill 

robust to gaming

► Combine agreement signal with control tasks or 

post-verification

► Add behavioral information: execution time, 

CAPTCHA, etc.

Use this skill in quality-based pricing



Quality control:

performer life cycle



Training task

136

Train performers to execute your tasks

► All tasks are control ones

► There are hints that explain incorrect answers



Exam task

137

Control the results of training

► All tasks are control ones

► No hints and explanations

► A good exam should be:

● Passable

● Regularly updated

● Small



Recommended life cycle of performers

All  performers

Training Exam Real tasks

Rehabilitation

Access denied



Recommended life cycle of performers

Let quality be controlled by means of a skill 𝐒

All  performers

Training Exam Real tasks

Rehabilitation

Access denied

Set skill 𝐒 Set skill 𝐒 Update skill 𝐒

𝐒 > 𝑋 𝐒 > 𝑌

𝐒 > 𝑍 𝐒 < 𝑍

𝐒 ≤ 𝑇

Set skill 𝐒𝐒 ≤ 𝑌𝐒 ≤ 𝑋



Rehabilitation task

140

Give a change to those who failed the 

skill threshold accidentally

► Rehabilitation is similar to an exam task, but with another 

access criterion

► Remind that there is a chance to observe low quality of a 

good performer

ℙ(correct) ≈
1

𝑛


𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑦𝑖 ±
1

2 𝑛



Grant initial access to top performers

141

Access for  
performers having  

platform rating
>

threshold

Training Exam Real tasks

Rehabilitation

Access denied



Platform rating*

* is available on Toloka 142

is calculated based on performer 

behavior on all existed tasks 

within the platform



Interface.

Introduction



Task in the eyes of the performers

144

Web-page with specific features

► Long run time

► Repetitive actions

► Concentration

► Speed



Structure of a task interface

145

When in doubt, mumble.



Structure of a task interface

146

When in doubt, mumble.

1. Task block

2. Subject of 

evaluation

3. Evaluation 

block

4. Verdict



9 golden rules of 

interface structure



Why is it important?

148

► Performer’s time

► Speed and data labelling volumes

► Manager’s time

► Quality of the results

► Project’s rating

► Task simplification thanks to the interface



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

149

Possible limitations for mobile services:

► Task difficulty

► Media Content, Devices, and Browsers

Web version App

>30%
performers



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

150

Task: evaluate sound quality in wav audio files

Web version Android App IOS App



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

151

Task: draw a polygon around every road sign



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

152

Task: draw a polygon around every road sign

Challenge: to outline every 

single road sign



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

153

Task: evaluate the phrase and search query match



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

154

Task: evaluate the phrase and search query match



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

155

Task: evaluate the phrase and search query match

Cut off text

Hotkeys

Empty space



Rule #1. Cross-platform compatibility

156

Task: evaluate the phrase and search query match



Rule #2. Hotkeys

157

► Used by about 28% of performers

► Affect task completion speed

► You can assign hotkeys to any action

► Hidden hotkeys should be documented

Ideal scenario: the task can be completed 

without using a mouse



Rule #2. Hotkeys

158

Task: evaluate functionality of a game in a browser (works with a keyboard)



Rule #2. Hotkeys

159

Task: tell whether the game works in a web browser (works with a keyboard)



Rule #2. Hotkeys

160

Task: tell whether the game works in a web browser (works with a keyboard)



Rule #3. Action and data check

161

We can check if the performer:

► Watched the video or listened to 

the audio

► Went to external resources

► Provided correct input data

► Spent enough time on each task

Performer

Finish the task
as fast as possible!



Rule #3. Action and data check

162



Rule #4. Test the task

163

Always test the task before publishing it

► Preview option

► Test task pool in Toloka sandbox



Rule #5. Minimize external resources usage

164

Spoiler: not always applicable

► Impossible to control performer’s actions 

outside of the task interface

► External resources might not always work 

properly



Rule #5. Minimize external resources usage

165

► Show all information inside the task

► Copy data to your own storage

► Check performers’ actions and their 

input data

Idea: show screenshots instead of the links



Rule #6. Avoid experimental design

166

Signs

► Odd layout of typical interface elements

► Variety of bright and different colors

► The presence of conspicuous elements with 

an exclusively artistic function



Rule #6. Avoid experimental design

167



Rule #6. Avoid experimental design

168

Extra nesting of the blocks Unnecessary bright color

All text is in one font

A lot of empty space on

the right side of the block

Odd display of verditcts 2 types of patterns



Rule #6. Avoid experimental design

169



Rule #7. Efficient space usage

170

► Group the elements within your task block

► Absence of empty spaces

► Highlight most important information

Ideal scenario: one task perfectly fits the size 

of a monitor



Rule #7. Efficient space usage

171



Rule #7. Efficient space usage

172

Scrolling

Empty space



Rule #7. Efficient space usage

173



Rule #8. Constructing task suit

174

Page with many tasks

Check list:

► Absence of empty spaces

► Equal width of the task blocks

► No more than 2 (3) tasks in a row



Rule #8. Constructing task suit

175



Rule #9. Limit the number of elements 

in your interface

176

► Buttons

► Links

► Images

► Other elements, that with a particular function

The presence of any interface element must be justified

Every element of the interface should be useful for the 

performer



Rule #9. Limit the number of elements 

in your interface

177

Task: evaluate which translation from Russian to English is better



Rule #9. Limit the number of elements 

in your interface

178

Task: evaluate which translation from Russian to English is better



179

Bonus! Check list

1. Check the adaptability of the task template

2. Test task submission in the preview mode

3. Check the availability and functionality of hotkeys

4. Make sure that the required actions are checked

5. Check for the "not opening" option in tasks with external resources

6. Make sure that there are no experimental design solutions

7. Avoid page interface with a large number of tasks and different 

sizes of information in it

8. Make sure that there are no unnecessary interface elements in 

the task



Theory on  

Aggregation

Part VI

Valentina Fedorova,

Research analyst

Toloka



Tutorial schedule

Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Labeling data with crowdsourcing

182

► How to choose a reliable 

label?

► How many workers per 

object?

► How much to pay to workers?

► …Cat

Dog

Other

Classify images:



Evaluation of labeling approaches

183

Accuracy Cost

VS

► Labels with a maximal level of accuracy for a given budget

► or

► Labels of a chosen accuracy level for a minimal budget



Key components of labeling with crowds

184

Aggregation Incremental relabeling Performance-

based pricing



Aggregation



Labeling data with crowds

186

Cat

Dog

Other

► Upload multiple copies of

each object to label

► Workers assign noisy 

labels to objects

► Aggregate multiple labels for each 

object into a more reliable one

► Classify images



Process results

187



Multiclass labels



Project 1: Filter images

189

Are there shoes 

in the picture?

Yes

No



Notation

190

► Categories k∈{1,…,K}. E.g.:

► Objects j∈{1,…,J}. E.g.: 

► Workers: w∈{1,…,W}. E.g.:

• W_j⊆{1,…,W} — workers 

labeled object j

Cat Dog Other



The simplest aggregation: Majority Vote (MV)

191

► The problem of aggregation:

• Observe noisy labels

y = yj
w| j = 1, … , J and w = 1, … , W

• Recover true labels z = zj| j = 1, … , J

► A straightforward solution:

?

: 1 vote

: 2 votes

MV:

ොzj
MV = arg max

y=1,…,K
σw∈Wj

δ(y = yj
w), where δ A = 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise



Performance of MV vs other methods

Zhou D. et al. Regularized minimax conditional entropy for crowdsourcing. 2015 192

0

20
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Properties of MV

193

All workers are 

treated similarly

All objects are 

treated similarly



Advanced aggregation: workers and objects

194

Parameterize expertise 

of workers by 𝑒𝑤
Parameterize difficulty 

of objects by 𝑑𝑗

𝑒𝑤1 𝑒𝑤2 𝑒𝑤3 𝑒𝑤4 𝑑𝑗1
𝑑𝑗1

𝑑𝑗1
𝑑𝑗1



Advanced aggregation: latent label models

195

p

dj

ewzj yj
w

w 𝜖

j 𝜖



Latent label models: noisy label model

196

j:

zjp yj
w

ew

dj

w𝜖

j𝜖

A noisy label model Mj
w = M ew, dj

is a matrix of size K × K with elements

Mj
w c, k = Pr Yj

w = k |Zj = c

w:

Mj
w:

q11 q12 q13

q21 q22 q23

q31 q32 q33

Noisy

True

qc1 + qc2 + qc3 = 1
for each c

Workers’s

expertise

True label

?

Object’s difficulty Observed noisy label



Latent label models: generative process

197

zjp yj
w

ew

dj

w𝜖

j𝜖

Workers’s

expertise

True label

Object’s difficulty
Observed 

noisy label

Noisy labels generation:

► Sample zj from a distribution PZ (p)

► Sample yj
w from a distribution 

PY Mj
w zj,∙

In multiclassification, a standard 

choice for PZ (∙) and PY (∙) is

a Multinomial distribution Mult(∙)

Prior

p1 p2 p3

q11 q12 q13

yj
w

zj



Latent label models: parameters optimization

198

► Assumption: yj
w is cond. independent of everything else given zj, dj, ew

► The likelihood of y and z under the latent label model:

L zj j=1

J
, p, dj j=1

J
, ew

w=1
W = ෑ

j∈J



zj∈ 1,…,K

Pr zj p ෑ

w∈Wj

Pr yj
w|zj, dj, ew

► Estimate parameters and true labels by maximizing L(…)

Likelihood of noisy and true 

labels for object j

Observed noisy label

Latent true label Latent parameters



Latent label models: EM algorithm

199* it is a lower bound on LL of y and z

► Maximization of the expectation of log-likelihood (LL)*

𝔼zlog Pr y, z = 

j∈J



zj∈ 1,…,K

Pr zj p log ෑ

w∈Wj

Pr zj p Pr yj
w|zj, dj, ew

► E-step: Use Bayes’ theorem for posterior distribution of ොz given p, d, e:

ොzj c = Pr(Zj = c|y, p, d, e) ∝ Pr Zj = c|p ෑ

w∈Wj

Pr yj
w|Zj = c, dj, ew

► M-step: Maximize the expectation of LL with respect to the posterior distribution of ොz:

p, d, e = argmax 𝔼ොz log Pr zj|p ෑ

w∈Wj

Pr yj
w|zj, dj, ew

• Analytical solutions

• Gradient descent



Latent label model (LLM): special cases

200

zjp yj
w ew

dj

w 𝜖 𝑊

j 𝜖 𝐽

► Dawid and Skene model (DS):

• Categories are different

• Objects are similar

• Workers are different

► Generative model of labels, 

abilities, and difficulties (GLAD):

• Categories are similar

• Objects are different

• Workers are different

► Minimax conditional entropy 

model (MMCE):

• Categories are different

• Objects are different 

• Workers are different

zjp yj
w ew

w 𝜖 𝑊

j 𝜖 𝐽

zj yj
w ew

dj

w 𝜖 𝑊

j 𝜖 𝐽



Dawid and Skene model (DS)

201Dawid and Skene, Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Observer Error‐Rates Using the EM Algorithm,1979

zjp yj
w ew

w𝜖

j𝜖 j 𝜖 𝐽

Class prior Workers’s

confusion matrix

LLM with parameters:

► p — vector of length

K: p i = Pr Z = c

► ew— matrix of size K × K:
ew c, k = Pr Yw = k|Z = c

yw

z

https://rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.2307/2346806


DS: parameters optimization

202

► E-step: 

ෝzj c =
p c ςw∈Wj

ew c, yj
w

σk p k ςw∈Wj
ew k, yj

w
, c = 1, … , K

► M-step: Analytical solution

ew c, k =
σj∈J ෝzj c δ yj

w = k

σq=1
K σj∈J ෝzj c δ yj

w = q
, k, c = 1, … , K

p c =
σj∈J ෝzj c

J
, c = 1, … , K



Generative model of Labels, Abilities, 

and Difficulties (GLAD)

203Whitehill et al., Whose vote should count more: Optimal integration of labels from labelers of unknown expertise, 2009

zj yj
w ew

dj

w𝜖

j𝜖

Object’s inverse 

difficulty

Workers’s ability

LLM with parameters:

► Scalar dj ∈ 0, ∞

► Scalar ew ∈ −∞, ∞

► Model:

Pr Yj
w = k|Zj = c = ቐ

a w, j , c = k

1 − a w, j

K − 1
, c ≠ k

where a w, j =
1

1 + exp(−ewdj)

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/3644-whose-vote-should-count-more-optimal-integration-of-labels-from-labelers-of-unknown-expe


GLAD: parameters optimization
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► Let a w, j =
1

1+exp(−ewdj)
and P zj be a predefined prior (e.g., P zj = Τ1

K)

► E-step: 

ෝzj c ∝ P Zj = c ෑ
w∈Wj

a w, j
δ yj

w=c 1 − a w, j

K − 1

δ yj
w≠c

, c = 1, … , K

► M-step: estimate d, e for given ොz using gradient descent

dt, et = argmax 

j∈J

𝔼 ෝzj
log P zj + 

w∈Wj

𝔼 ෝzj
log Pr yj

w|zj



MiniMax Conditional Entropy model (MMCE)

Zhou et al., Learning from the Wisdom of Crowds by Minimax Entropy, 2012 205

zj yj
w ew

dj

w𝜖 𝑊

j𝜖

Object’s confusability 

matrix

Workers’s expertise 

matrix

► Find parameters that minimize

the maximum conditional entropy

of observed labels:

► LLM with parameters:

• dj — matrix of size K × K

• ew — matrix of size K × K

• Noisy label model:

minQmaxP − 
j∈J

c∈{1,…,K}

Q Zj = c 
w∈W

k∈ 1,…,K

P Yj
w = k|Zj = c log P Yj

w = k|Zj = c

Pr Yj
w = k|Zj = c = exp dj c, k + ew c, k



Summary of aggregation methods
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MV DS GLAD MMCE

Categories

(K)

Objects

(J)

Workers 

(W)

Number

of parameters
0 WK2 + K W + J (W + J)K2



Pairwise 

comparisons



Project 4: Compare items
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Which shoes look more similar 

to the one in the picture?

Left Right



Notation
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► Answers: Left or Right

► Items 𝑑𝑗 ∈ 1, … , 𝑁 E.g.:

► Tasks: Choose a better item:

Left

Right

► Workers 𝑤 ∈ 1, … , 𝑊 E.g.:



Formalization
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Ranking from pairwise comparisons:

► Given pairwise comparisons for items in 𝐷:

𝑃 = 𝑤𝑘 , 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑗 : 𝑖 ≻𝑘 𝑗

► Obtain a ranking 𝜋 over items 𝐷→{1, …, 𝑁}

based on answers in 𝑃

Left 

Left 

Right

Left

Right

≻ ≻



Difference from multiclassification
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► The latent label assumption is not satisfied when 

comparing complex items

► Different tasks may contain common items



Bradley and Terry model (BT)

Bradley, R. A. and Terry, M. E. "Rank Analysis of Incomplete Block Designs: I. The Method of Paired Comparisons". 1952 212

► Assume that each item 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 has a latent “quality” score 𝑠𝑖 ∈ ℝ

► The probability that 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 will be preferred in a comparison over 𝑑𝑗 ∈ 𝐷

Pr 𝑖 ≻ 𝑗 = 𝑓 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑗 , where 𝑓 𝑥 = Τ1
1+𝑒−𝑥.

𝑑𝑖 𝑠𝑖

► The model assumes that all workers are equally good and truthful



NoisyBT model: parameterization of workers
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𝑤𝑘 “reliability” 𝜸𝒌 and “bias” 𝒒𝒌

► The probability that 𝑤 reads task is

Pr(𝑤𝑘 reads a task) = f(𝑦𝑘 )

► If 𝑤𝑘 reads a task, she answers according to scores:

(f(si –sj), f(sj – si))

► If 𝑤𝑘 does not read a task, she answers according to her bias

f(𝑞𝑘), f(– 𝑞𝑘)

Probability to choose Left if compares items

Probability to choose Left if answers randomly

Logistic function

sj si



NoisyBT: likelihood of workers’ answers
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The likelihood of 𝑖 ≻𝑘 𝑗 is

Pr 𝑖 ≻𝑘 𝑗 = 𝑓 𝛾𝑘 𝑓 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑗 + 1 − 𝑓 𝛾𝑘 𝑓 (−1)(1 −𝕀 𝑑𝑖 was left )𝑞𝑘 ,

where 𝕀 𝑑𝑖 was left is the indicator for the order of 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑑𝑗

Truthful answer Random answer

𝕀(𝑑𝑖 was left) = 1 𝕀(𝑑𝑖 was left) = 0

𝑑𝑖 𝑑𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑗



NoisyBT: parameters optimization
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Likelihood of observed comparisons:

𝑇 𝑠, 𝑞, 𝛾 = 

𝑤𝑘,𝑑𝑖,𝑑𝑗 ∈𝑃

log Pr 𝑖 ≻𝑘 𝑗 =



𝑤𝑘,𝑑𝑖,𝑑𝑗 ∈𝑃

log 𝑓 𝛾𝑘 𝑓 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑗 + 1 − 𝑓 𝛾𝑘 𝑓 (−1)(1 −𝕀 𝑑𝑖 was left )𝑞𝑘

► 𝑠𝑖 𝑖=1,…,𝑁 and 𝛾𝑘 , 𝑞𝑘 𝑘=1,…,𝑊 are inferred by maximizing the log-likelihood:

𝑇 𝑠, 𝑞, 𝛾 → max
{𝑠𝑖,𝛾𝑘,𝑞𝑘}

► To obtain a ranking 𝜋 over items, sort items according to their scores



Summary about pairwise comparisons
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► Latent scores models for ranking from pairwise comparisons:

► To reduce bias from unreliable answers parameterize workers 

𝑠𝐴 𝑠𝐵 𝑠𝐶≥ ≥

𝑤𝑘 “reliability” 𝜸𝒌 and “bias” 𝒒𝒌
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cont.
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Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part V: 35 min
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Crowd Platform
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Results &

Conclusions
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Introduction: 

20 min

Part I: 40 min

Main Components

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part II: 25 min 

Brainstorming

pipeline

Part IV: 85 min

Set & Run Projects

Lunch break: 

90 min

Coffee break: 

30 min

Part VII: 60 min
Set & Run Projects

cont.

Part VIII: 20 min
Incremental

relabeling and pricing

Part V: 35 min

Interface & Quality

control

Part III: 10 min

Introduction to

Crowd Platform

Part VI: 25 min

Theory on

Aggregation

Part IX: 10 min
Results &

Conclusions



Key components of labeling with crowds

229

Aggregation Incremental relabeling Performance-

based pricing



Incremental relabeling

aka dynamic overlap



Pool settings: dynamic overlap

231



Incremental relabeling problem

232

Obtain aggregated labels of a desired quality level 

using a fewer number of noisy labels



Incremental relabeling scheme (IRL)

233

Request 1 label for each object 

In real time IRL algorithm receives: 

(1) previously accumulated labels

(2) new labels

Decides: 

(1) which objects are labeled

(2) which objects to relabel

Repeat until all tasks are labeled

Cat

Dog

Other

Previous labels New labels

Labeled To relabel

IRL



Notations
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► Consider one object

► z ∈ 1, … , K — latent true label

► yw ∈ 1, … , K — observed noisy label from worker w:

?

Cat

Dog

Other

Classify images:

𝑧

𝑦𝑤



Notations

235

► Noisy label model for worker w:

Mw ∈ 0,1 K×K: Pr Yw = k|Z = c = Mw c, k

► Prior distribution: Pr Z = k = pk

yw

z

yw

z

yw

z



Posterior distribution

236

► yw1
, … , ywn

— accumulated noisy labels 

for the object

► Using Bayes rule:

Pr Z = kห yw1
, … , ywn

=
Pr Z = k Pr yw1

, … , ywn
|Z = k

Pr yw1
, … , ywn

=
pk ςi=1

n Mwi
k, ywi

σt=1
K pt ςi=1

n Mwi
t, ywi

yw

z

yw

z

yw

z



Expected accuracy of aggregated labels

Sheng VS, Provost F, Ipeirotis PG. Get another label? improving data quality and data mining using multiple, noisy labelers. KDD 2008 237

► Let A be an aggregation model, e.g. MV, DS, GLAD,…

► Denote aggregated label zA = A yw1
, … , ywn

► Expected accuracy of aggregated labels given noisy labels is

E δ(z = zA)ห yw1
, … , ywn

= Pr z = zAห yw1
, … , ywn

zA

► Stop labeling if E δ(z = zA)ห yw1
, … , ywn

≥ C

Posterior

Expected

accuracy of zA

Parameter



238

Incremental relabeling algorithm

Input: Ut=1
T −1 Yt — previous labels till step T

YT — new labels

Output: R — objects to relabel

For each object j with a label in YT:

zj
M = M(Ut=1

T Yt)

𝑐𝑗= E(zj= zj
M|Ut=1

T Yt)

If cj < c, then R = R U j

Object with a new label

Current aggregated label

Expected accuracy

for the current aggregated label

Parameter: с — threshold

for expected accuracy



Threshold in IRL: cost – accuracy trade-off

239

0,80

0,82

0,84

0,86

0,88

0,90

0,92

0,94

0,96

0,98

0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0

A
v
g

. 
a

g
g

re
g

a
te

d
 a

c
c
u

ra
c
y

Cost

Threshold values 

0,6

0,65

0,7

0,75

0,8

0,85

0,9

0,95
► Optimal threshold c = 0.95

► A higher c does not increase 

accuracy

► Saving ≈ 35% of noisy labels 



How to obtain a cost-accuracy plot

240

Data for the plot:

► Label a pool of objects with a redundant overlap (e.g., 10)

► Obtain ground truth labels for the objects (e.g., expert labels or MV labels)

Simulate IRL with different thresholds using the data:

► For each threshold c from a grid 0 < c0 < … < cm ≤ 1

► Repeat N times:

1. Shuffle noisy labels and fix the order of labels

2. Draw labels sequentially and test the IRL condition after each label

3. Once the IRL condition for an object is met, discard unused labels for the object

4. When all objects are labelled calculate

• accuracy of aggregated labels

• cost as the fraction of used noisy labels

► Average N values of aggregated accuracy and N values of cost for each value

of threshold c



Key components of labeling with crowds

241

Aggregation Incremental relabeling Performance-

based pricing



Performance-based 

pricing

aka dynamic pricing



Pool settings: dynamic pricing

243



Labeling as a game: notation

244

Worker w

Effort Accuracy Value

h ∈ [0,1] a ∈ 0,1 v = v a

Task

aw(h)
Payment

p = p a

Requester

Classify images:
Cat

Dog

Other



Labeling as a game: formalization

245

► Each worker w chooses a level of effort h for labeling object to 

maximize earnings per unit of spent effort:

p aw h

h
→ maxh≥0

► The requester chooses a pricing p(a)  to minimize payments per 

unit of obtained value

v a

p a
→ maxa∈[0,1]



Labeling as a game: incentive compatible 

pricing

246

► Assume aw(h) is a linear function of h:

aw h = c1h + c0

Accuracy

Theorem: The requester and workers maximize their utility 

simultaneously if the pricing p a for each label is proportional 

to its accuracy a



Performance-based pricing in practice: settings

Wang, Ipeirotis, and Provost, Quality-Based Pricing for Crowdsourced Workers, 2013 247

► Price p for the level of accuracy a0 : Pr ොz = z ≥ a0 E.g.:

p = 0.3$ a0 = 0.99

► ොqw = Pr yw = z — estimated quality level of worker w,

e.g. the  fraction of correct labels for golden set (GS):

5 correct GS

among 10 

ොqw = 0.5

16 correct GS

among 20

ොqw = 0.8

100 correct GS

among 100

ොqw = 1



Performance-based pricing in practice: settings

248

► Aggregation ොzj
wMV = arg max

y=1,…,K
σw∈Wj

ොqwδ(y = yj
w)

► IRL algorithm is based on the expected accuracy of ොzj
wMV

: 0.5 votes

: 1.8 votes

wMV:



Performance-based pricing in practice

249

► Pricing rules

1. If ොqw ≥ a0, then the price is p

2. Else find n:

Expected accuracy for MV

σ
k=0

Τn
2 n

k
ොqw

n−k 1 − ොqw
k ≥ a0

The price is Τp
n

a0 = 0.99

ොqw = 1 0.3$

ොqw = 0.8
⇒ n = 15

ොqw = 0.5
⇒ n = ∞

0.02$

0$



Key components of labeling with crowds
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Aggregation Incremental relabeling Performance-

based pricing
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Reminder: we implemented this pipeline

253

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3

Does a photo

сontain

a specific item?

Find a similar

item in the

online store

Is the found item

(project 2)

similar to the initial one?

(post-verification)

a set of photos photos

with items

photos

with incorrect

similar items

photos

with correct

similar items

If yes

Task for 

performers

If yesIf no

Reject the result 
in Project #2

Do not pay for it

Accept the result 
in Project #2

Pay for it

Which of the

found items

is more similar

to the initial

one?

Project #4

+ or

photos with best 

substitute



Project #1: Filter out photos 

without objects

254

Task

► Does a photo contain an item 

of desired type?

Our results

► Amount: 30 photos

► Overlap: 3

► Time: 5 min

► Cost: $0.09 + Toloka fee



Project #2: Searching for similar items on

the online store

255

Task

► Find a similar item on the 

internet

Our results

► Amount: 25 photos

► Overlap: 3

► Time: 25 min

► Cost: $1.74 + Toloka fee



Project #3: Accept correctness 

of items found

256

Task

► Is the found item (project 2) 

similar to the initial one?

Our results

► Amount: 75 photos

► Overlap: 3

► Time: 3 min

► Cost: $0.20 + Toloka fee



Project #4: Decide which substitute 

works best

257

Task

► Which of the items is similar to 

the initial one?

Our results

► Amount: 62 photos

► Overlap: 3

► Time: 10 min

► Cost: $0.10 + Toloka fee



Statistics over the whole pipeline

258

► 30 photos processed to find the substitute 

items and evaluate their similarity

► Within 45 min on real performers

► Total cost: $2.15 + Toloka fee



Afterparty: upgrade your pipeline

259

To obtain more comprehensive data

► Use more item types at the same time

To reduce costs

► Use incremental relabeling aka Dynamic overlap

To improve quality

► Use dynamic pricing

► Add more Golden Sets and hints

► Experiment with aggregation methods

► Add training for performers



API of Toloka

260

Allows you to automate all steps 

of our pipeline

► Discover at: 
https://yandex.com/dev/toloka/

https://yandex.com/dev/toloka/


Crowdsource all types of data

261

Search Relevance Moderation

Speech Technologies

Computer vision

Generation of content
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